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1. Introduction. Consider a space Vn of n dimensions whose fun-

damental quadratic form is

(1.1) y = gij dé aV (i, j — 1, • • •, n),

where the ^'s are subject only to the condition that their determinant

(1.2) g = \gn\

is not zero.t We do not impose the condition that 9 is definite. We

define the metric by

(1.3) ds2 = ecjjj dx1 dxj,

where e is plus or minus one according as 9 is positive or negative for

a given set of values of the differentials.

Consider any curve C in Vn which is not of length zero, that is for

which 9 is not zero, and assume that the coordinates xl at points of G

are functions of s measured from some point of C along it. Let X* be the

contravariant components of a unit vector field in Vn, that is

fqifll  =  e,

where e is plus or minus one. In accordance with the concept of parallelism

in Vn due to Levi-Civita, we say that the vectors of the field at points

of G are parallel to one another with respect to C, if

(L4) ^'* = ̂ fe + W  )=0'

where Xttk is the covariant derivative of Xi, I .,> being the Christoffel sym-

bols of the second kind formed with respect to (1.1).   When

* Presented to the Society, February 28, 1925.

t We use the customary  convention  of   summation   indicated  by a repeated index.
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(1.5) X\k = 0,

and only in this case, any two vectors are parallel to one another with

respect to any curve passing through their points. In this case we have

by definition a field of parallel vectors.

Fields of parallel vectors for geometries of paths have been considered

by the author* and by Veblen and Thomas ;t the results of the latter can

be used to give in invariantive form the conditions that a Riemannian

space shall admit one or more fields of parallel vectors. In the present

paper we derive the canonical forms of (1.1) for such spaces-!

2. Canonical coordinate system. Suppose that a Vn is such that

equations (1.5) admit p linearly independent sets of solutions, Xa\l for

a = 1, • • •, p and i = 1, • • •, n.§ In any other coordinate system, xn,

the components /¿i* are given by

(2.1) ¿V = V
OX

ox>

If we take the system of p differential equations

(2.2) xaie) = KiJj^f =0

and apply the Poisson operator, we have in consequence of (1.5)

iXaXT-XTXa)6 = 0.

Therefore equations (2.2) form a complete system, and consequently admit

n—p independent solutions.|| If we take them for the coordinates

x,p+1, ■ ■ -, x'n, it follows from (2.1) that l'a* = 0 for t=p + \,---,n.

Again if we omit one of the equations from (2.2), say Xr0 =0, the

remaining system is complete and admits in addition to x'p+ , ■■-,x'n an-

other independent solution x'r. In this way the x"s are defined so that

all of the components of the A's are zero except those with the same

•Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol.8 (1922), pp.207-212.

t These Transactions, vol.25 (1923), p. 589.

Í The case of spaces admitting one field of parallel vectors was considered by Levi-

Civita, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol.42 (1917), pp. 173-205.

§ Unless otherwise stated, it will be assumed that Greek indices take the values l,---,p

and Latin 1, •■-,n, throughout this paper.

|| Goursat, Leçons sur l'Intégration des Equations aux Dérivées Partielles du Premier

Ordre, p. 52.
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subscript and superscript.   If it is assumed that these vectors are unit

vectors, we have in the new coordinate system

(2.3)      Xa]a =      i—,    XG]l = 0   («r=l,...,jp;<=l,...,n;i*«r).

When these expressions are substituted in (1.5) we get

j^ log V~g~ — j^l — 0 (a not summed),

\ka\ = °    ^ = 1'-"-ij;^/;== 1'"-'w;i + 0')-

If we multiply the first of these equations by gal and subtract the second

multiplied by gji and summed for ;', we get the equivalent set of equations

çx _

(la T3- ^gVgßa — [ka, I] = 0,
dx*

that is
8    ,_ dju_ _     Hal j_   d_ffl«r

dx'
(2.4) gal -^ log^- -S- —jgr + Tar » 0.

For the case 7c = <r, these equations reduce to

d    (    9oi     \
Ke~5W

In accordance with these equations we define p functions VV by

1/—       1^        ^       Ipi
dxa veagaa °x

from which we have

f9K. Wo    Wo
(2-5) gal = e°~d~7^f-

From these expressions it follows that ipG must involve Xa, otherwise the

space is of less than n dimensions.

Again if neither k nor I in (2.4) is ff, we have

, Wo   Wo la=l,...,p;k,l=l,-..,n;\
(2-6) ^-eoj^^--ryklo    [ k^a,l^a )>

where yMg is a function independent of xa.
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From (2.5) and (2.6) it follows that for each value of a the fundamental

form can be written

9 = eaidtpa)2 + grsdxrdxs    (r, s = 1, • • -, n; r^a, s$a),

where grs are independent of xc. If then we put x'" = iff", x'J = xJ (j^o),

the curves of parameter x'a are the same as those of parameter x°, and

these curves are geodesies.*   Hence we have:

When a Vn admits p independent fields of parallel vectors, the vectors of

each field are the tangent vectors to a congruence of geodesies.

Conversely if the fundamental form of any space is reducible to the form

(2.7) y = et dxi+grs dxr dx* (r, s = 2, • • •, n),

it is found from (2.4) that a necessary and sufficient condition that the

tangents to the curves of parameter xl form a parallel field is that grs be

independent of x\ In this case all the spaces x1 = const, have the same

fundamental form and consequently any one of them can be brought into

coincidence with any other by a translation, that is by a motion in which

each point describes the same distance along the geodesic normal to the sub-

space. In the case p>l the space admits j) independent translations; thus

any two of the sub-spaces of each of the family of sub-spaces ipG = const,

can be brought into coincidence by a translation.

If in particular we take ipa= x" + 9aixpJrl, ■ ■ -, xn) for tf = 1, •. •,p,

it follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that for a Vn with the fundamental form

(2.8) 9 = e1(dz1)2H-+ ep idxp)2 + gaß dxa dx?    (a, fi = p + 1, .. -, n),

where gaß are arbitrary functions of xp+1, • ■ -, xn, the tangents to curves

of parameters x1, - - -, xp form p fields of parallel vectors. We proceed to

the determination of the general solution.

3. When p > 1. When p > 1, we have from (2.5), on equating the two

expressions for gax,

(3.1) ea-= eT-,
dxG   dxr dxB   dxT

and from (2.5) and (2.6), on equating the two expressions for gTT and gaa

respectively,

'9VM2, /9V'r\2
,   T 9ttg

dx I \dx

'9<M2, ¡We

dxß

(3'2) /9VM2

* Bianchi, Lezioni, vol. 1, p. 337.
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When  these   equations   are   differentiated with  respect  to x" and  xT

respectively, we obtain

e  ^tl     9>g dtPr     8'Vr     =
*  dxr   8^ff9a;T       T dxr    dxadxT '

e<T  9.Tff   9arT8a;T      "* 9ic°    93-;ff9.rT

Hence either
9a(/V 82(/'-

(3.3) -— =-— = 0,
9ícff9ícT 9ícff9a-T

or

(3.4)
djj^dxp^ _ dipa dujr

dxT    dx" dx°   dx?

If (3.4) holds, it follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that 9aar = yw = 0.

This case will be considered in § 7.

From equations of the form (3.3) it follows that the functions tpa must

be of the form

(3 5) ^a= e^i^,^\---,^n)

+ Faix1, - - ■, Xa'1, x"+1, ■■■,xp,xP+\ ■■■,xn)    (<r= l,..-,jo).

From the remark following (2.5) it is seen that fa must involve x". More-

over it is understood that fa does not have any additional function in-

dependent of xa, since all such terms are included in Fa.

If dipa/dxT = 0, so also is dipT/dxG = 0, as follows from (3.1).  These

exceptional cases are taken care of by (3.5).

Substituting from (3.5) in (3.1), we get

SET dFa

,<><,, dxa dxT
(3.6)

3A 9/r

9 xa 9 xT

Since the first and second members of this equation are independent of

xT and xa respectively, they are independent of both. Consequently we

replace (3.6) by

/.-. f,\ 3 Et 9 fa 9 Fa 9 fT , .     .

where wrB(= o)GT) is independent of x" and xT.
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4. When p = 2.   When p = 2,  we have from (3.5) and (3.7), since

ùoot is symmetric,

(4.1) V'o = eef6 + AfT + Bo        (<f, r = 1, 2; cr + r),

where .4, Px and Pä are independent of a?1 and íc2.

For the general case we have from (2.5) and the expressions for gai from

(2.6) the equations of condition

(4,J)   Cc Jx^ "dé   - erTx^   dx1 + 9alr    \l, a, t \

When p = 2 and wt take tf = 1, r = 2, I = 3, • • •, n, this condition for

the expressions (4.1) becomes

& [/! W +17 fe /+*)-•* I ? <« + *> SPlff2

Since dfxldxl 4^0 and all the terms except/2 are independent of a?*, it

follows that A must be a constant.

There remain for consideration the equations which arise from (2.6) on

equating the expressions for each gu (k, I = 3, • • •, n) for a = 1, 2. Since

yux and ym may be any functions not involving xl and x2 respectively, we

find that these conditions are satisfied, because A is a constant. In arriving

at this result we take

ym = ei^ie2f2+B2)-~ieif2+Bi)-ex^iAf2-r-Bx)~iAfi^Bx)

(4.3)
dBx   dBx

where Cu are arbitrary functions of xs, ■ • -, xn.   Then we have

gu = ^etr-^(efl/04-P(r)-^-(e(Tya4-Pff)

(4.4)

Hence we have the following theorem:

WJien fx andfi are arbitrary functions ofx1, xs, •■■, xn and x2, x3, •■-, xn

respectively, A is an arbitrary constant, and Bx and B2 are arbitrary June-
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tions of xs, ■ ■ -, xn, the functions (4.1) determine a Vn with two fields of

parallel vectors; and Cm in (4.4) are also arbitrary functions of x?, ■ • •, x*.

5. When p = 3. If p > 2 and we express the condition of integrability

of two of the first set of equations (3.7) for two values of a different from t,

say « and fi, we find by considerations similar to those applied to (3.6)

9mt« 9/^j a éüt/í 9/e   ^ ¡a, fi, i == \, ■■■,p;\

dxfi ~8¿*n*    T¿r-   dx«"Tß"       \«,ß,*\

where v>Tap(= wt/9k) is independent of xT, x" and xP,  and consequently

(5.1) wT«   — ffi Uraß+Qraß-

Avhere QTCSß is independent of xT,xa and x$. Since wTC = «"„7, törß/} must

be symmetric in r, « and /£, and orKjS in x and «. For p = 3, we have

from (3.7) and (5.1)

(5.2) Fa = All'Uu) + 2a Ba(( fR + Ce (a = 1, 2, 3),
« ■•

where Wa (f„) means the product of all the fs except fB and 2'a indicates
a «

the sum for a except a = a; also -4, BBa = J5ßC and Ce are functions

independent of x1, x2 and a;8.

If we substitute in (4.2) the expressions ipB — eafa + Fa, where F„ i

given by (5.2) and similarly for yr, we obtain equations of the form

is

9x** dx* Vf *-*-"«>-*• "t        »\ l=lt...>n.  ?,ff,r+/'

where <Z>T does not involve xT.    Hence

-¿Vo^+^)--=0.

For 7 = q we get J. = 0,  and for other values of 7 it follows that the

B's are constant.

When as in § 4 we equate the three values of each gu (h, I = 4,-", n)

obtained from (2.6) by taking o = 1,2,3, we find that these equations

are consistent in view of the above results. Moreover, the functions 9kia

are of the forms

36
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fuio = eT^(eTfT + BT9f„ + CT)-^T(eTfr + BTQfi, + CT)

*'"   ^ 9a*  dx1 ^   kUn

(5.3)    = e0 A fe./«,+£T? y;+eg -A- («e/e+pre/T+<?j

2 J^ Ml i n
e"   a? dxk dx1 i"-t'kte?

((», ff, »  = 1, 2, 3;    p, ff, r +),

where Pw<jr (= Pmto) *s independent of a.*7 and xT. These two expressions

for yki„ are seen to be consistent, if we take

dfç  dfg      df9 dCç      dfe dC„

(5.4) --^(^ + ¿V)¿(¿W? + ^)

-~ e„ -g-jf (Pc,, /o 4- 6',,) ■—j (B„a fe 4- Ca) 4- PWot? ,

where EklGTO are arbitrary functions of xi, • • ■, .xK. Hence we have the

following theorem:

The functions ipa defined by

W = (¡a fa + 2 o Boa /« + C« •
a

where the fa are arbitrary functions of Xa, x*, • • •, xn, the B's are constants

symmetric in their indices and the C's are arbitrary functions of x4, • ■ -,x",

determine a Vn with three fields of parallel vectors; and EMozo m (5.4) are

arbitrary functions of xA, • ■ ■, x".

6. When p>3.   In this case we have from (5.1) equations of the form

(64) fp wrc<ß + Qras = fy wt«v + QT„y (r, a,ß,y^).

If this equation be differentiated with respect to a? and xy', the resulting

equation leads, by considerations similar to those applied to (3.6), to

d^Tci/D 8/;< 9<Br«y dfß

dx*'   -    dx*"™»' d?    * Bafi"**»'
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where wTagy  is symmetric  in fi and y  and is independent   of xT, x", aß

and xY.   From these equations we have

i0Tafl  — fy mTccßy + Qraßy ! ("ray  ~ fß MTccyß + Qrayßt

and from (6.1)

Praß  ==  QrayßJy+ QTctßy, Qray  ==  Qrußy Jß + Qrccyß •

By continuing this process, we find as the general solution of (3.7)

** -A« IX </«)+£; a*, IX w+zUrAiiL (/«)+•••
(6.2) « * «   " ** "   "    **

where the 4's and C's are functions of xp+1, • • -, xn, the symbol ¿£'a means
er- fr

the sum for all different combinations of different ç's taking the values

l,---,p  except  a and only  one such term for each combination;   and

U'ao ...a  means  the product of the /'s except f„, fa , • • •• fP •   In order

that (3.1) be satisfied, we must have .4, = A2 = • • • = Ap =. 4 and the

other A's must satisfy the conditions

(6-3) Aao-.n   =^t.)...o (*, *, Pi i •••, Pr+)-
* 1      ^ r M      > r

When these expressions are substituted in (4.2), the latter are reducible

to the form ®B fT + lPB = 0 where Oa and Vff are independent of xr.

Accordingly they must vanish.    The first of these conditions is

¿ [^ n lr (A)+z;^ jx„ c/;<)
(6.4)   6X pl

+   2a, AB^ J] 'arQ ?  </.) + ' ' " + ^J   "   0      »,*,»*),

where

(6-5) Arr == 4».---o   , = ^™,..(.   .       (?l> •'•» fc>-S> *>*+)•

When ? takes a value 1, ••-,p, different from <r and t, say?, the above

equation becomes

là [^ nu c«+s^, rxT?i c«

>1NÎ
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where

Eçot = Aap .. .     = AT„    0     = A„e    0       (qx,-■-,qp-3, Q,a,T^).

Since dfgldx? i^O, it follows from the above equations that A and all

the A's with less thanp — 1 indices are zero. And from (6.4) for ¿=jp-fl, --^n

we have that the P's (6.5) are constants. Hence from (3.5) and (6.2) we have

($■$) %  =  eofo\2'o Dor fr + Co    K * = 1, ■ ' ,P\ ***),

where the P's are constants symmetric in the subscripts and C„ are

arbitrary functions of xp+1, • • -. xn.

When now we equate the p expressions for each of the functions

gu (k, I — p 4-1, •. -, n) obtained from (2.6) by taking tf = 1, • • •, p, we

find that these equations are consistent and that the functions ykio involve

additive arbitrary functions of xp+1, ■ • -, xn as shown in §§ 4, 5. Thus

the theorems of these sections can be generalized to any value of p < n.

7. When one or more of the functions yffflT in (3.2) are zero.

If 9oor = 0 m the second of (3.2), it follows from this equation that

e„ — eT, if the functions are to be real. From this equation and (3.1)

we have then

"•»   (Er-(ST. (sr-GS)'.
and from the first of (3.2) we find that yTTff =- 0.

If we take <r= 1, r = 2, from the first of (7.1) it follows that

(7.2) </<» = «Vi+9>i,

where e* = 1 and yx is independent of xl. Substituting in the second of

(7.1), we obtain

U, 9Vi   i   9 5Pi\ 9fjPi   __ n

Assume that dyxldx* i^ 0; then

(7-3) ipi = -g7 (SP«~5Pi)

where 9t is independent of x2, and from (7.2)

Vs = yíyí + jpi).
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Substituting in (3.1), we get d9ildxl = 0. In this case t/'i is independent

of x1 and from (2.5) we get gu = 0 (I = 1, • • -, n), which is impossible.

Hence 91 must be independent of x2, and accordingly we write (7.2) in

the form

(7.4) ipi = eipi + <pn,

where y18 is independent of x1 and x2.

When the expression (7.4) is substituted in (4.2) for v = 1, i = 2, we get

eJx^^xr + ^2 = 0 (^3,...,n).

Differentiating with respect to x2, we obtain

9>i      d_9n_ _ 0

9 a;1 9 íc*    9 ¡c*

Hence either

(7.5) ft  = /i ix\ xs, ..., x») -¡-ft (x2, x\..., x*),

or fjp12 is a constant.    In the latter case we have from (2.5) and (7.4)

9t/'i   9</>i 9«/>i   9Vi /,      i v
*a==eiTxrixT>     ^ = eiT^7F      « = !>•••,*).

Then the fundamental form may be written

9 = ei(dipl)2 + gaßdxa dx?        (a, fi = 3, • ■ -, n),

that is, the space is a Vn-i at most.    Hence (7.5) is the only solution.

It is readily found that the two expressions for any gu (k, I, = 3, • • •, n)

and for a = 1,2 from (2.6)  are consistent under the above conditions.

From the foregoing considerations it follows that the particular cases

when one or more of the functions 9BBT in (3.2) are zero arise only when

constants D^ in (6.6) have certain values.

Princeton University,

Princeton, N. J.


